Name

Brandon McDuffie

ST

TX

School

Report

Pos Grad Year

Ht

Wt

Johnson-SA HS

MVP of the camp and earned an invite to AllAmerican Scouting Combine. There was nothing
not to like about this kid. Great effort on every
play, made everyone around him better. Great
young man. Made difficult catches; highest point, WR
low, overthrown, this kid made them all. Has very
good speed. Catches the ball with his hands and
away from his body. This kid's recruitment is
going to blow up.

2018

6'2 180

2018

6'0 160

Torey Richardson

TX

Tomball HS

Made great strides during the camp, so much so
he became one of the top receivers. Ran good
routes, with quick cuts. Shielding technique is
WR
great, working to the ball so only he can catch it.
Very nice hands. Had some key catches in 1v1
and 7v7 competitions.

Travis White

TX

Foster HS

Solid receiver who runs great routes. Gets good
separation from the defenders, and works his WR
body well to shield off the corner.

2018

6'1 187

Manvel HS

Smooth runner who looks and plays faster than
his 40-time indicates. Catches the ball with his
hands, and runs precise routes. Continually got WR
better during the camp. Earned an invite to the
2017 All-American Scouting Combine.

2018

5'11 170

Earned the FBU Leadership award. Helped
everyone at the camp, during drills and
competition. Solid hands and runs crisp routes.
Finished every drill and every play, always
sprinting for the endzone. Very pleasant to talk
too. If he can add the bulk, would make an
excellent TE at the next level.

TE

2019

6'3 182

Sharpstown HS

Top running back at the camp. Shows great
hands and runs precise routes. Outstanding in
the open field. Knows how to make people miss.
RB
Runs well with a low pad level. Always in the
front of the line during drills. Great young man,
has a great personality.

2017

5'10 170

Bellaire HS

Excels in route running and his hands are great.
Could be a feature back or at the slot position.
RB
Runs with a low center of gravity, and can cut on
a dime.

2018

5'9 160

Clear Springs HS

MVP of the Youth division. Runs fast and works
hard every play. Has soft hands, catches the ball
RB
well out of the backfield. Nothing not to like
about this young man.

2020

5'7 150

Edcouch-Elsa HS

Top overall QB at FBU Houston. Gets the ball out
fast, reads defenses well, and has nice touch on
the ball. Good timing and has the skill to drive QB
the ball into the seam routes. Very strong arm.
Works the 3 and 5 step drops with precision.

2017

5'11 180

Terence Norman

Logan Compton

Eric Charles

Jordan Love

Isaiah Bibb

Marco Aguinaga

TX

TX

TX

TX

TX

TX

Cypress Ranch HS

Cameron Howe

TX

Waltrip HS

Jordan Gidrey

TX

Tomball HS

Seth Watts

TX

Gregory-Portland HS

Reuben Fatheree II

Princeton Pines

Evan Foston

Tony Landry

Chester Sims III

Kevon Walcott

Wyatt Neuman

TX

LA

TX

TX

TX

LA

TX

Showed improvement throughout the camp.
Took to the NFL coaching well. Strong arm, with
good accuracy. Made nice decisions with the ball, QB
and read defensive schemes well. Keep an eye on
this one.

2018

6'3 199

QB

2019

5'7 160

OL

2017

6'3 245

Foster HS

A kid to watch for in the coming years. Big tall kid
with good knee bend and good hips. You can tell
OL
he has a coach in the family, always listening and
just wants to get better.

2021

6'8 262

University Lab HS

Best OL at FBU Houston. Plays light on his feet,
gets great leverage, and uses his strength to his
advantage. His bend got better during the camp.
OG
Pass pro has gotten better, very dominant.
Second year in a row attending FBU camp, and
showed very good improvement each time.

2018

6'5 286

George Ranch HS

Plays with good quickness; very good out in
space in zone coverage. Can play bump and run
LB
with the slot receiver. Got better everyday during
the camp.

2017

6'0 192

Sterling-Baytown HS

Good looking linebacker prospect who works well
in space. Built thick with good strength, and
LB
possesses the agility and balance to excel in man
coverage.

2018

5'9 200

George Ranch HS

Solidly built young man who is equally good in
zone and man. Got better and better during the
camp, soaked in all the NFL coaching. Very good
and active feet, always in the front of every drill.

LB

2018

5'11 196

Terrebonne HS

Smooth linebacker who makes some difficult
plays look routine when covering faster slot
receivers. Had an INT in the big 7v7 competition
during the camp. Shows good feet. Very
coachable, learned different schemes and drops
then what he is used too. Very big upside.

LB

2018

5'10 190

Edna HS

Solid DT with good leverage and aggression. Uses
his hands and skills to win battles with ease. His
DL
push-pull technique was top notch. Stays low and
works leverage to his advantage.

2017

6'2 300

2017

6'1 330

2017

5'10 150

Solid. Do not let his size fool you. Had one the
strongest arms at the camp. Did a good job
reading the defenses.
Decent height and needs to add some good
weight, but a very good technician. Employs a
very good kick step in pass pro.

Sema'J Stokes

TX

Elkins HS

Uses his hands and strength well to his
advantage. Very tough inside. Improved each day
DL
at camp. Was really taking in his coaching and
showing it on the field.

Cameron Davis

TX

Klein Forest HS

Solid corner, was one of the top DB's at the
camp. He is very good in man-to-man, gives top DB
effort and does't allow himself to get beat

Chip Barillas

Jalen Johnny

TX

TX

Foster HS

Went against some great receivers and matched
up well with them all weekend. Seamless
transition from backpedal to run with top end DB
speed. Has all the intangibles you are looking for
in a corner. Equally good in press and zone.

2019

5'10 154

Klein HS

Normally plays LB, but worked at DB. This kid is a
player, just learning the defensive back position
and thoroughly excelled. Someone to watch for DB
the coming years. Won the Youth Leadership
award at the camp. Great kid.

2021

5'7 147

